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ABOUT THE BOOK
A detailed history of the Norton Commando: its antecedents, development, and year-by-year production changes, including the turbulent story of the company that built it, bringing the story right up to the present day.
This book also includes expert advice on owning and maintaining one of these iconic bikes, as well as information on clubs, websites and spares.
Featuring great colour photos, including original advertising material, and comprehensive appendices of facts, figures, contacts, technical specifications, engine/frame numbers, and road test performance figures, this is the definitive book of a bike that truly deserves the term ‘classic.’
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AVAILABLE NOW!

£35, $55

BULLET POINTS
• Year-by-year details of all production changes
• The complete history of the brand and the bike
• An invaluable guide to originality for restorers
• Detailed technical specifications
• Useful contacts – clubs, parts suppliers, restorers

–––––––ENDS–––––––


–––– NOTES TO EDITORS ––––


ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Peter Henshaw has had an enthusiasm for anything with wheels from an early age – from bicycles to 500hp tractors. He was the editor of Motorcycle Sport & Leisure for five years before going freelance, and now contributes to a whole range of transport magazines and websites, including MSL, TAG, A to B, Tractor and Machinery, plus Bike Social. He’s also written over 60 books, many about bikes, and is an all-year-round motorcyclist who does not own a car.

Place of birth: Weymouth, UK • Hometown: Sherborne • Nearest city: Bath 
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RETAIL SALES
Veloce books are stocked by (or can be ordered from) bookshops by quoting the correct ISBN number. We also take orders direct: telephone 01305 260068 (+44 1305 260068 from outside UK), fax 01305 250479 (+44 1305 250479 from outside UK) or e-mail sales@veloce.co.uk. Books can also be ordered on our website – http://www.veloce.co.uk
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